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South African mining industry snapshot
The South African mining sector in 2010:
Contribution to Investment and GDP
In 2010, the mining sector accounted for 8.6% of GDP directly on a nominal basis. If
the indirect multiplier and induced effects of mining are included then the overall contribution to GDP is closer to 19%. In that same year, mining GDP grew by 5.8%, but
this was insufficient to overcome the declined 5.6% and 4.2% in 2008 and 2009 respectively. Real mining GDP of R100.6-billion in 2010 was still smaller than peak mining
GDP of R105.4-billion achieved in 2007 just prior to the global financial crisis.
Mining sector real fixed investment, which rose strongly in 2007 and 2008 (up 31.3%
and 27.5% respectively) was hard hit by the global financial crisis and domestic constraints, falling to a 7.2% growth rate in 2009 and a 4.7% decline in 2010. Not only did
the financial crisis hit prices but domestic constraints including regulatory uncertainty,
infrastructure constraints and other issues affected investment by mining companies.
However, mining still accounted for 20% of private sector investment and 12.1% of
total investment in the economy in 2010. The mining sector continued to be a key
component of the Johannesburg Securities Exchange (JSE) and accounted for 43% or
R1.9-trillion of the value of the JSE at the end of 2010.
Total 2010 mining production grew by 5.4% with platinum group metal (pgm) production up 5.9%, coal production up by 1.6%, iron ore production increased 6.1%, manganese production grew by 56.6% and diamond production improved 45.1% albeit off
a low base in 2009. Gold production fell by 4.5%, a much slower rate of decline versus
the 7.1% decline in production recorded in 2009.

SA Mineral Sales and Exports
South African mineral sales rose by 24.9% to R302.2billion in 2010. This means that
the value of mineral sales in nominal terms is just back to the record sales recorded in
2008 prior to the global crisis.
The improvement in mineral sales in 2010 was driven by the 27.7% increase in the value of pgm sales to R73.8-billion, the 11.8% improvement in coal sales to R73.2-billion,
the 9% rise in gold sales to R53.1-billion, the 60% rise in iron ore sales to R43.4-billion,
the 90.8% rise in manganese sales to R10.7-billion and the 81.2% increase in chrome
ore sales to R6.6-billion. The top five minerals accounted for 84.1% of South Africa’s
total mineral sales in 2010.
Total primary mineral sales exports increased by 26.8% to a total of R224.2-billion in
2010. This accounted for 35.9% of South Africa’s total merchandise exports. If secondary beneficiated minerals are added to primary exports, such as pgm catalytic converters, ferro-alloys, steel, chemicals, and plastics, then the minerals complex accounted
for about 50% of South Africa’s total merchandise exports.
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south african mining industry overview 2010
Income and expenditure of the south african mining Industry
The South African mining industry’s total income in 2010 was R424-billion while expenditure was R441-billion. R228.4-billion was spent on purchases and operating
costs such as timber, steel, explosives, electricity, transport and uniforms. R78.4-billion was paid on salaries and wages for mine employees, R49-billion on capex, R17.1billion in tax, R16.2-billion in dividends, R38-billion on depreciation and impairments
and R13-billion on interest to the banks. Estimates by the Chamber suggest that only
about R34-billion or 8% of the total expenditure is moved offshore. That means that
92% of the value of local mining expenditures are effectively captured in South Africa
resulting in the creation of thousands of jobs and significant multiplier effects into the
rest of the economy.
In addition, it is important to dispel the myth that all mined products are exported in
raw form with very little downstream beneficiation taking place locally. Nearly 100% of
South Africa’s cement and building aggregates are made locally and 80% of the country’s steel is made locally from locally mined iron ore, chrome, manganese and coking
coal using furnaces that are 95% powered by electricity from coal fired power stations
(the 20% imported steel is speciality steel products not made locally). Over 30% of the
country’s liquid fuels are producedwithin the country from locally mined coal and 95%
of electricity is generated in power plants that use locally mined coal. Most domestic

The contribution of mining to SA over the past decade expressed in 2010 real rand terms
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Industry overview 2010
chemicals, fertilisers, waxes, polymers and plastics are fabricated using locally mined
minerals and coal and 20% of the world’s platinum catalytic converters are made in
South Africa. The Chamber estimates that another R200-billion in sales value and 150
000 jobs can be attributed to the local downstream beneficiation sectors. All South Africa’s gold and pgms are refined locally and more than 50% of diamonds by value are
sold locally into the downstream diamond cutting and polishing industry.
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exploration: global expenditures by region
gloBal eXploratIon eXpendIture

G

lobal exploration expenditures recovered sharply in 2010 after the global fi nancial crisis induced slowdown in 2008/2009. According to the Metals Economics Group (MEG), global non-ferrous metals exploration budgets grew
by 44.9% in 2010 to US$12.1-billion, when compared to US$8.4-billion spent in
2009. Grassroots exploration remained weak as the established mining companies
concentrated on late stage and mine-site spending away from the more risky grassroots spending. Grassroots exploration spending was about 32% of the total spend
compared to the recent high of 50% in 2001. Nevertheless, exploration expenditure
by junior resource companies picked up in 2010 and accounted for 42% of the exploration spend versus about 38% for the major mining companies.
According to MEG, Latin America again attracted the majority of exploration
spending with 26% of the total, followed by Canada with 19%, Africa with 13%
and Australia with 12%. South Africa, despite having the world’s largest in situ
value of mineral deposits, only accounted for about 1.4% of total global exploration
expenditure. While South Africa accounted for 34% of Africa’s exploration expenditure in 2003, this had dropped to 12% by 2010. This coincides with the country’s
decline in the Fraser Institute’s rankings of the attractiveness of a country’s mineral
policies to exploration managers. In 2005/06, South Africa was ranked 53 out of 65
countries, but had slipped down the rankings to 67 out of 79 mining jurisdictions in
2010/11. Policy uncertainty and government changing the rules are considered to
be key reasons for South Africa’sfall in the global rankings and why the country is
attracting an every-decreasing share of the African and global exploration spends.
According to MEG, gold accounted for 51% of exploration expenditures followed
by base metals at 33%, diamonds at 4% and pgms at 2%.

Worldwide exploration
expenditure by region, 2010 (MEG)
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Worldwide nonferrous exploration
budgets by target, 2010 (MEG)
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Key mineral industry statistics for sa
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sa’s role in world mineral resources, production
and exports, 2009 (latest available data)
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provincial overview (latest available data)
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safety: fatalities & fatality frequency rates (ffr) on sa mines
FFR – all sectors

FFR – gold mines

FFR – platinum mines
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south african mining industry snapshot

FFR – coal mines

FFR – other mines
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Employment and remuneration on
Chamber member gold & coal mines 2010

Employment and remuneration on all mines in SA, 2010

Percentage earnings on all SA mines including contractors

Coal 15%

Gold 32%

PGMs 37%
Source: DMR
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Income and expenditure of all sa mines, 2010
InCome & eXpendIture

I

n 2010, the RSA mining industry’s total income was R424 billion while expenditure was
R441 billion. R228.4 billion was spent on purchases and operating costs (timber, steel,
explosives, electricity, transport, uniforms, etc.), R78.4 billion went on salaries and wages
for mine employees, R49 billion on capex (the lifeblood of mining), R17.1 billion in tax, R16.2
billion in dividends, R38 billion on depreciation and impairments and R13 billion on interest to
the banks. Estimates by the Chamber of Mines suggest that only about R34 billion or 8% of the
total expenditures go offshore (i.e. some of the dividend stream, some procurement of input
materials, etc.). That effectively means that 92% of the value of the RSA mining expenditures
are effectively captured in South Africa - i.e. The benefi ts of RSA mining expenditures are
captured locally, resulting in the creation of hundreds of thousands of jobs and signifi cant
multiplier effects into the rest of the economy.
In addition, it is important to dispel the myth that all mined products are exported in “raw
form” with very little downstream benefi ciation taking place locally. Again let’s explore the
facts. Nearly 100% of South Africa’s cement and building aggregates are made locally from
locally mined products. 80% of RSA’s steel is made locally from locally mined iron ore, chrome,
manganese, coking coal and via furnaces that are 95% powered by electricity from coal fi red
power stations (the 20% imported steel is speciality steel products not made locally). Over 30%
of the country’s liquid fuels are made locally from locally mined coal. 95% of RSA’s electricity is
made via power plants that use locally mined coal. Most of our domestic chemicals, fertilisers,
waxes, polymers, plastics, etc., are fabricated using locally mined minerals and coal. 20% of
the world’s platinum catalytic converters are made in RSA, and so on. The Chamber of Mines
estimates that another R200 billion in sales value and 150 000 jobs were attributable back to
the downstream benefi ciation sectors in South Africa. All of RSA’s gold and pgms are refi ned
locally and more than 50% of RSA’s diamonds by value are sold locally into the downstream
diamond cutting and polishing industry. Again the point to be made is that a signifi cant portion
of RSA mineral output is benefi ciated locally where the commercial opportunities exist.
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aggregate & sand sales, employment
& total earnings, 2001 - 2010

Employment & total employee earnings on SA aggregate and sand quarries
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Base minerals production and sales
2001 - 2010: chromite

Employment & total employee earnings on SA chromite mines

Source: DMR
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Base minerals production & sales,
2001 - 2010: iron ore & copper
Iron ore

T

he interconnectedness of the iron ore-steel value chain was again evident during 2010
as the recovery in the global economy fed through into growth in steel and iron ore
production. The global economy recovered from a 0.5% decline in output in 2009 to
record a 5.1% growth rate in 2010. Global steel production grew by 16.2% to 1.4 billion tons,
while the trade in global iron ore increased by 9.3% to just over one billion tons in 2010. Global
iron ore reserves are estimated to be 180 billion tons of crude ore with an iron ore content of
about 87 billion tons (source USGS).
In 2010, benchmark iron ore prices moved away from the traditional annual price setting
system to a new quarterly basis of determination. The annual average contract price increased
in 2010 by 82.4% year-on-year to $145.9 per dry metric ton while quarterly prices varied.
In 2010, South Africa produced 58.7 million tons (MT) of iron ore, which was a 6.1% increase
on the previous year’s total. Domestic sales grew by 26.2% to 10.6 MT while export sales
grew by 6.6% to 47.5 MT. Local sales were valued at R3.2-billion while export sales realised
R40.1-billion. Total iron ore sales grew by 60% overall to R43.4-billion, making iron ore the
fourth largest component of the South African mining industry by sales value. Iron ore exports
accounted for 6.4% of total merchandise exports. In 2010, the sector employed 18 216
people and paid R3-billion in wages.

Employment & total employee earnings on SA iron ore mines
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Annual SA coal production, sales
& exports, 2001 - 2010
COAL

I

n 2010, the world seaborne steam coal market grew by about 6.3% to 771 million
tons (MT) on the back of strong growth in imports of coal into China and India
combined with a stabilisation in import demand by countries such as Japan. South
African coal exports rose by 9.7% to 66.3 MT in 2010, but this was off a very low
base in 2009.

Volume of local & export
Value of local & export
components of SA coal sales, 2010 components of SA coal sales, 2010
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analysis of coal sold by Chamber member
coal producers in 2010

Percentage of coal sales value by Chamber members
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employment on sa coal mines, 2010
Despite higher saleable coal production of 254 MT in 2010, (up 1.6% on 2009) and
higher local and export prices, the total value of coal sales rose by 11.8% to R73.2billion. This sales value entrenches the coal mining sector as the second largest
component of the South African mining industry after platinum group metals. In 2010,
South African saleable coal production increased by 1.6% to 254.5 MT. Domestic
coal sales increased by 1.9% to 188.1 MT and exports grew by 9.7% to 66.3 MT.
Exports from the Richards Bay Coal Terminal (RBCT) amounted to 63.4 MT in
2010, an increase of 3.7% from 61.1MT in 2009, but still short of 27.6 MT of RBCT’s
full potential. Coal exports to the Far East and Asia increased by 54% with India
and China now importing the majority (54.5%) of South Africa’s export coal, while
exports to Europe slowed signifi cantly (42%) on the basis of the aftermath of the
global economic crisis.
The number of people employed in the local coal mining industry increased by 4.3%
to 73 817 people in 2010. Employees earned R14.1-billion in salaries and wages
in that year. The industry accounted for about 1.2% of GDP directly (and 3% if the
indirect multiplier and induced effects are added). The coal sector accounted for
5.9% of merchandise exports in 2010.

Employment & total employee earnings on SA coal mines
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diamond production and sales, 2001 - 2010
dIamonds

2

010 can be defi ned as a year of recovery as the
diamond mining sector recovered from the worst
recession to hit the industry in more than half a
century. With almost 75% of cut diamonds normally
destined for the developed markets of North America,
Japan and Europe, the emergence of these economies
from the 2009 global fi nancial crisis, when combined
with higher levels of demand in emerging markets like
China and India, helped the diamond value chain stage
a remarkable recovery during 2010.
Global diamond production is estimated by the
Kimberley Process Certifi cation Scheme (KPCS) to
have increased by 11% to 133 million carats in 2010,
with the value of the rough diamonds produced rising
strongly by 45% to approximately US$12-billion.
In 2010, global diamond retail sales rose by 2.5%
to US$60-billion, global jewellery sales rose by 7% to
US$150-billion and polished diamond prices improved
by about 6%. The strong price recovery was driven

Employment & total employee earnings on SA diamond mines
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diamond production (estimate), 2010
by re-stocking and a rebound in the global diamond market, particularly with the rise in
polished demand from China and India.
Research by IDEX concludes that the economic indicator with the most signifi cant
correlation to diamond sales is not consumer confi dence but economic growth. The bounce
back into positive growth territory in global growth, and in particular the traditional developed
markets of the USA, Europe and Japan spurred the recovery across all components of
the value chain. Sales of rough diamonds to the cutting centres, increased in line with
production, growing by 78% to US$12.5-billion from US$7-billion in 2009. The value of
polished diamonds escalated by 39% to US$17.5-billion, while the retail sales of diamond
jewellery rose 2.5% to US$60.2-billion.
The International Diamond Exchange (IDEX) estimates total jewellery sales increased by
7% to US$150-billion in 2010. The United States in particular experienced a remarkable
recovery in demand with jewellery sales rising 7.7% to US$63.4-billion, which was far ahead
of most analysts’ predictions.
Global economic growth and strong retail confi dence is expected to underpin positive
consumer demand growth for diamond jewellery in 2011. This will be driven by the recovery
of the United States’ diamond jewellery market and the continued strong growth in China
and India. Risks to global demand include global political and economic shocks, consumer
price inﬂ ation, fi nancial system fragility, and exchange rate volatility. Long-term supply/
demand dynamics however, remain attractive.

Value of world diamond production (US$-bn), 2010 ($12-bn total)
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gold production: estimated total world
& proportion produced by sa
gold

I

In 2010, the gold price rose to a record US$1 225 an ounce on the back of increased
global uncertainty, growing physical demand for fabrication and physical investment
purposes and the fi rst net central bank buying of gold since 1990. The continued
fragility of the global economy and debt overhangs in advanced economies, together
with vulnerable housing and equity markets continue to force policy makers in advanced
economies to be cautious, which should continue to support rising gold prices.

South African gold production as a percentage of total world production
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sa gold output & sales, 2001 - 2010

Employment & total employee earnings on SA gold mines
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annual gold production & average grade of
Chamber member gold producers, 2001 - 2010
The high prices and the benefi ts of strong exploration expenditures in gold in the
preceding fi ve years fed through into higher production in most producing countries.
China reaffi rmed its status as the world’s largest producer with an increase in the
production of 8.3% to 350.9 tons, while Australia grew production by 17.1% to 260.9
tons and the United States increased production by 6.7% to 233.9 tons. South Africa
was not able to take advantage of higher prices, and production estimates by GFMS
suggest that production declined by 7.5% to 203.3 tons in 2010, which means that
South Africa has slipped to fi fth position on the global gold production annual rankings.
The GFMS number for South Africa at 203.3 tons is slightly more than the 191.4 tons
recorded by the Chamber as the GFMS number includes an estimate for the production
of illicit gold from the country.
In 2010, the rand gold price increased by only 9.9% to R286 403 per kilogram, as
the strengthening rand exchange rate eroded much of the gains in dollar prices. The
rand appreciated by 13.2% to R7.32/US$.in the fi rst half of 2011, and grew by 9.9%
on a year-on-year basis to R6.79/US$ in the second quarter of 2011. Despite the 26%
rise in the dollar gold price to US$1 506 per ounce in the second quarter, the 9.9%
appreciation in the rand exchange rate meant that the rand price of gold rose more
modestly by 13.9% to R329 192 per kilogram.
The gold mining sector remained a key contributor to the South African economy
in 2010 and accounted for R53.1-billion in foreign currency earnings or 8.5% of total
merchandise exports (the single largest mineral export after platinum group metals)
and about 2% of GDP (if the multipliers and induced effect are included). for the sector
emplyed 157 019 people in 2010 and they earned R19.9-billion in wages. The gold
sector employs 32% of the labour employed in the mining sector and remains a key
generator of employment and export earnings. The industry invested R11.1-billion in
capital expenditure in the country, paid an estimated R271million in direct taxation and
R562-million in dividends.
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average number of employees in service, incl. contractors,
on Chamber member gold mines, 2001 - 2010
Average number of employees in service, including contractors,
on Chamber member gold mines
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2010 Quarterly summary of operating results
of Chamber gold producers
NOTES:
Operating revenue includes
revenue from gold and
silver and, in certain cases,
revenue from other sources,
but excludes revenue from
uranium and sulphuric acid.
Certain mines have entered
into gold hedging transactions, the effect of which is
brought into account in gold
revenue.
Net sundry revenue and
expenditure includes interest, royalties, payments to
Far West Rand Dolomite
Water Association, tribute
revenue, etc.

For detailed company working results, go to : www.chamberofmines.org.za

Ore milled on Chamber member
gold mines: 2010
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Gold production on Chamber
member gold mines: 2010
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2010 Quarterly summary of operating results
of Chamber gold producers

NOTES:
In addition, gold production by non-chamber members has been ascertained to be 19 959,7 kgs.
(Revised June 2011)
The gold producers above treated 2 436 862 metric tons of material to produce 691 359 kilograms of uranium
oxide of grade = 0,284 kg/ton.
The financial results are published in accordance with international financial accounting standards.
Anglogold Ashanti: Profit from sales of the by-products uranium and acid/or pyrite, is offset against cash costs,
in accordance with the Gold Institute definition.
Retrenchment costs are included net of other costs.
DRDGOLD: Grade calculation excludes surface tons (= 22 665,317 tons) and kilograms gold produced
(= 5 211,3 kg) from 2nd & 3rd time milling and treatment ops.
Harmony (Elandsrand) has been renamed Harmony (Kusasalethu)
The data in this report refers to South African operations only.
Totals may not add due to rounding.

Cash operating costs per ton milled
on Chamber gold mines, 2010

Operating proﬁt per ton milled on
Chamber gold mines, 2010

Source: Chamber of Mines
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annual average unit cash operating costs & proﬁts of
Chamber member gold producers, 2001 - 2010

Operating revenue/kg (R)

Source: Chamber of Mines

Cash operating costs/kg (R)

Source: Chamber of Mines
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south
african mining
industry
snapshot
sa manganese
& chrome
production
and sales
manganese

S

outh African primary manganese ore production
increased by 57% in 2010 to 7.1 million
tons, coinciding with the global economic
recovery. Of the total production, 5.9 million tons
was exported while 17% was consumed locally.
Total sales amounted to R10.6-billion. Export sales
accounted for majority of the total sales amounting
to R9.3-billion (2009: R5-billion), while local sales
were R1.3-billion (2009: R5.8-million) Export sales
and local sales increased by 90.8% and 126%
from 2009 respectively. The average unit value of
manganese exported amounts to R1 560 per ton up
by 24% from R1 258 per ton in 2009.
The South African manganese mines employed
5 879 people and paid R946-million in wages and
salaries in 2010. The manganese industry also
contributed 1.5% to the country’s total merchandise
exports.
In 2010, manganese ore production revived in line
with the recovery in global steel production. Total
global manganese ore production increased by 20% to 13 million tons in 2010 from 10.8
million tons in 2009. South Africa accounted for 17% of world production while China was
the largest and accounted for 22% of the global total.

Employment & total employee earnings on SA manganese mines
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platinum and pgm production in sa
overvIew

P

gms have a wide range of industrial and high technology applications. Demand for
platinum is primarily driven by its use in autocatalysts and jewellery, though palladium
is also becoming a favoured metal in these areas. Platinum, however, also has a large
range of other applications, predominantly in the chemical, electrical, medical, glass and
petroleum industries.
The pgm markets had a strong year in 2010, with a signifi cant recovery in demand from the
autocatalyst and industrial markets, growing demand from the jewellery sector and increasing
investor interest in the platinum and palladium markets, primarily through exchange traded
funds (ETFs). Global pgm demand grew by 20% from 493.8 tons in 2009, to 590 tons in
2010. The bulk of this growth was due to developments in the autocatalyst market. The rise
in vehicle production across all regions in 2010 drove demand for platinum. This was due to
an improved global economic outlook in 2010, resulting in vehicle manufacture increasing
worldwide and reaching 78 million units in 2010, an increase of almost 16 million compared
with 2009. Global pgm supplies, including scrap, totaled 547.7 tons in 2010. This was 4%
higher than the 2009 level. South Africa was the largest contributor to the global total and
accounted for approximately 244 tons, followed by Russia at 143.5 tons.
Whilst the growth in the major advanced economies remained restrained, the recovery in
large emerging economies such as China and India contributed to higher commodity prices.
However, the South African economy failed to benefi t from this robust global demand
for commodities and higher prices as domestic constraints held back large increases in
production. South Africa’s pgm production increased marginally by 0.1% from 238.3 tons
to 244.2 tons in 2010.

Employment & total employee earnings on SA PGM mines
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platinum supply & demand, 2001 - 2010
platInum

T

he global platinum market was almost in perfect
balance, with a surplus of just 0.6 tons in 2010.
Supplies from mining operations remained
relatively ﬂ at at 188.5 tons, while gross demand
increased by 16% to 245.1 tons. The practice of
platinum recycling increased by almost a third to
approximately 57.2 tons in 2010. Gross demand
for platinum in autocatalysts increased by 43% to
97.4 tons in 2010, as the global automotive sector
bounced back from poor levels in 2009. Increased
vehicle production in Europe in particular benefi ted
platinum demand. Gross industrial demand for
platinum increased by 48% to 52.6 tons in 2010,
led by growth in the glass and chemical sectors.
Resurgent demand for platinum from the electrical,
chemical and glass sectors came as a result of
economic recovery in traditional markets such as
Europe and North America, and substantial new
demand as manufacturing capacity was constructed
in China and other parts of Asia. Gross demand
for platinum from the jewellery sector fell by 14%
to 75.3 tons in 2010, mainly due to lower Chinese demand. Demand from the Chinese
jewellery industry remained relatively strong at 51.3 tons. This, however, represented a fall
of 21% compared with 2009, when lower platinum prices encouraged exceptional levels of
stock building and sales.
A key feature of 2010, as in recent years, was the size of the investment market for
platinum. Over the past three years, growth in investment has had an increasing inﬂ uence
on the metal’s price, while the price has in turn inﬂ uenced investment levels. The total
cumulative volume of platinum allocated in various physically-backed ETFs around the world
exceeded 37.3 tons in December 2010. Platinum’s average price for 2010 was $1,611 per
ounce.

Annual platinum supply by country

Source: Johnson Matthey Platinum 2011
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Annual palladium supply by country

Source: Johnson Matthey Platinum 2011
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south african
palladium
supply
mining
& demand,
industry2001
snapshot
- 2010
palladIum

T

he palladium market experienced a defi cit of 15.2 tons in 2010. Supplies of palladium
increased by 3% y-o-y to 226.7 tons, whilst gross demand increased by 23% y-o-y
to 299.5 tons, its highest level ever. Open loop recycling of palladium increased by
29% to 57.5 tons. A strong automotive sector in all regions pushed up gross demand for
palladium in autocatalysts by 35% to 169.5 tons in 2010. The demand for palladium ETFs
increased by 74% and gross industrial demand for palladium increased by 2.2 tons to 76.8
tons in 2010. Palladium jewellery demand softened by 20% to 19.3 tons in 2010. Consumer
purchases of palladium jewellery continued to grow in Europe and North America, however,
demand declined in China, reducing by around a third to 11.8 tons, as high prices and high
manufacturer stock levels affected new purchases of palladium.
Investment demand for palladium grew by 74% compared with 2009, the highest rate of
growth in any of the demand sectors. Investors dug deep into ETFs as the palladium price
climbed rapidly at the end of 2010. Between the end of November and the end of December,
palladium’s price increased by around $100 per ounce and total ETF holdings increased
by 6.2 tons. A feature of investor sentiment for palladium in 2010 was the anticipation of
potential future supply shortfalls. This, together with strong demand throughout the year,
accounted for much investor interest and also partly explained the price performance. The
recycling of palladium from the open loop sources of automotive, electrical and jewellery
sectors totaled 57.5 tons in 2010, approximately one third higher than in 2009.
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rhodium supply & demand, 2001 - 2010
rhodIum

T

he rhodium market tightened in 2010 and ended on a surplus of 3.5 tons. Higher levels
of purchasing by the global automotive sector underpinned a rise in gross demand for
rhodium. The largest share of demand came from use of rhodium in gasoline three way
catalyst (TWC) formulations. All markets, apart from Europe, saw an increase in demand
for rhodium in autocatalysts. Increased capacity utilisation and construction of new plants
in the chemical and glass sectors further stimulated rhodium purchases. Gross purchasing
strengthened by 17% to reach 22.5 tons in 2010. Industrial demand for rhodium increased
with better economic conditions worldwide in 2010. The glass industry increased purchases
by 200% compared with 2009, as new demand for TFT–LCD glass in electronic goods and
glass fi bre prompted the building of new and replacement manufacturing capacity.
Demand for rhodium from the chemical sector increased by 25% to 2.1 tons, as plants
were run at higher capacity and new oxo-alcohol plants were constructed. Recycling of
rhodium in the autocatalyst sector increased by 26% to 7.3 tons, driven by higher metal
prices which encouraged greater recovery from scrap. Levels of recycling were also boosted
by end-of-life vehicles from car scrappage schemes, which worked their way through the
recycling chain during 2010. With strong recovery in the automotive sector, the rhodium
price traded on average 54% higher than in 2009, at $2,458, supported by good physical
purchasing in early 2010.

Annual rhodium supply by country

Source: Johnson Matthey Platinum 2011
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silver: annual sa output & sales, 1910 - 2010

NOTES:
+ From 1981 the figures
represent sales of silver.
* Provisional

Source: DMR
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uranium
output ofmining
Chamber
memberssnapshot
& total annual sa
south african
industry
production, 1952 - 2010
NOTES:
+ Includes production from Free
State Cons. Gold Mines Metallurgical Scheme. These figures
are excluded from the grade
calculation.
* Total Proction. Includes
non-members of the Chamber.
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Cumulative
uranium
output,
from start
of operations
south african
mining
industry
snapshot
to december 2010 - Chamber members

NOTES:
(a) Consolidated operations
of the company and its wholly
owned subsidiaries.
(b) Ceased production in
October 1956, due to ﬂooding
and subsequently became a
wholly owned subsidiary of
Harmony.
(c) Became a wholly owned
subsidiary of Harmony.
(d) Ceased uranium production at the end of 1974 - resumed production 1976 and
ceased uranium production
in 1981.
(e) Includes Joint Production
Scheme with Vaal Reefs. As
from 20 September 1971,
merged with Vaal Reefs.
(f) As from 1 July 1972,
merged with Hartebeestfontein.
(g) As from 1977, merged
with Free State Geduld - see
note (h).
(h) These Mines together
with Free State Geduld; Free
State Saaiplaas; and Western
Holdings - as from 1977,
are participants in the Anglo
American O.F.S. Joint Metallurgical Production Scheme,
which has merged with Free
State Cons. (South Region).
(i) As from 1999, Vaal Reefs
renamed Vaal River Operations and reports under the
name Anglogold.
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